
Charging

 It is a good idea to charge the MMPSG next to the wearer's bed. That way when the wearer goes to bed the

MMPSG can be placed on the charger and be fully charged, ready to go when the wearer gets up in the morning.

This method also helps in create a routine for the wearer as well as the carer. 

When charging, yellow LED light turns on. LED

light turns off once fully charged

Before using your MMPSG please charge the

watch for 3-4 hours. 

After charged to 100% the battery will last up to

48 hours. 

When the battery charge falls below 20% the

MMPSG will SMS an alert to the primary number

on your MMPSG.
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The MindMe Pro SG (MMPSG)

combines a mobile phone, a GPS

device, and GPRS satellite

technologies to assist in tracking

and monitoring vulnerable

individuals in one easy to use

solution

The MMPSG may

take up to 30

secs to boot up

The MMPSG can

be turned off

using the mobile

APP. 

Turn On
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Turning ON/OFF 

MindMe Pro SG Overview

Press and

hold down the

On/Off

button. The

MMPSG will

vibrate and

sound with

tune

On/Off

button

NOTE

On/Off

Button

1

Speaker/Microphone

Charging Point

SIM card

Turn Off 

On/Off

button

Press the

On/Off

button 10

times

within a 5

secs

period

Match the charging points on the

back of the MMPSG with the

charging points on the magnetic

charging cable head

NOTE

Charging

Cable

Charging
head

Yellow LED light turns on and

circles around SOS button

LED Lights



NOTE

Sends an SMS to the primary contact and

includes a google maps link. Also sends an

alert to the mobile APP confirming when the

wearer has breached the virtual perimeter

(either out or in of the perimeter)
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Emergency contacts can be either

mobiles and landlines. Only the

primary number with a mobile phone

will receive an SMS with the alerts

and a Google Maps link. All

emergency contacts will receive an

alert via the mobile APP (note:

Emergency contact needs to be

logged into mobile APP to receive

alerts)
Alert SMS is sent to the

primary emergency contact

(including the date, time,

google maps location of the

MMPSG). Also sends an alert

to the mobile APP

If a false alert is detected, the

wearer can cancel the alert by

quickly pressing the SOS button.

The GEO fence perimeter can be set at a

minimum of 200m from the point location. i.e.

200m from front gate of house

If the  GEO fencing feature has been

requested upon purchase, please contact

MindMe on 1300 776 907 to assist with initial

setup.

NOTE
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Using the MMPSG  
Emergency Procedure 

Press and hold SOS button

for 5 seconds. Yellow LED

light will circle around

SOS button. This initiates

the emergency procedure

2

Fall Detection Procedure

The wearer falls, the

MMPSG registers a 

 fall and a chime will

sound 

Sends an SMS to the

primary contact and

includes a google maps

link. Also sends an alert to

the mobile APP

NOTE

Call cycle begins. First SOS

contact # is called. If call is

unanswered, the call moves

to the next SOS contact # in

sequence of order within 12

secs

Call cycle begins. First SOS

contact # is called. If call is

unanswered, the call moves

to the next SOS contact # in

sequence of order within 12

secs

GEO Fencing Procedure 

Wearer breaches the pre-set

GEO fence virtual

perimeter (either out or in of the

perimeter)

NOTE



Messages: Press this icon to access current and previous
message alerts sent from the MMPSG
Medicine notifications: Press icon to set up medication
reminders on the MMPSG
Settings: Press icon to access/program various settings
including SOS #'s & fall detection.

More: Press the icon to  access features including:

- 

To get an initial fix for GPS, either take the MMPSG outdoors or place it near a window so the MMPSG can get a

fix on the satellites. This could take up to 10 minutes.

MMPSG Mobile APP

Getting a GPS reading 
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To monitor and program the MMPSG,

you will need to download and log into

the mobile APP (AIBEILE Plus). Your

username and login details are detailed

on the setup sheet provided.

The home screen

appears automatically aft

er logging into the APP.

The MMPSG location can

be tracked via the home

screen. 
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Download the APP

from the Apple

Store or Google

Play

NOTE

Mobile APP home screen overview 

NOTE

Call number: Press the icon to make standard phone call to
the MMPSG. The MMPSG will ring twice and  will automatically
answer. Once answered, a 2 way conversation can take place
between the caller and wearer:

Locate: Press the icon to update the current location of
MMPSG

History:  Press the icon track the travel history of the MMPSG

LED Lights

The MMPSG yellow LED lights that indicate various functions, see below for an overview of the LED light
meanings:

TURNING ON MMPSG LED light turns on and circle around the SOS button

SHUTTING DOWN MMPSG All LED lights turn off

CHARGING MMPSG
When charging, the LED light turns on. Once fully charged the

LED light turns off

PRESSING SOS BUTTON LED light turns on and circle around the SOS button

CONFIRMING MMPSG IS

TURNING ON

The MMPSG will automatically switch to standby mode when not

used after a few minutes. To confirm that the MMPSG is turned

on, quickly tap the SOS button and the LED light will appear 

LED LIGHTS 


